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Abstract
New Web sites in foreign languages are appearing everyday,
and language barriers threaten to atomize the World Wide
Web into closed linguistic communities. The Temple project
has developed an open multilingual architecture and
software support for rapid development of machine
translation systems for assimilation purposes. The targeted
languages are those for which natural language processing
and human resources are scarce or difficult to obtain. The
goal is to support rapid development of machine translation
functionalities in a very short time with limited resources. A
Web front-end allows a user to submit an HTML page to the
machine translation server and get back the translated page
in English.

Introduction
Web Machine Translation (MT) is already a reality for
several millions of Japanese Web surfers who prefer to read
an l~nglish HTML page in bad Japanese rather than in the
English original. These crude MT systems (see for example
Church & Hovy 93. Kay 80) have several common
characteristics:

¯ They are small enough to run on low-end PCs,
¯ They are robust enough to process any HTML input

document,
¯ They are fast enough so as to add only a small delay

in accessing a document,
¯ Despite the low quality of the translation they have

wide acceptance, a typical feature of MT for
assimilation as opposed to dissemination purposes,1

¯ They are cheap.
A multilingual Web traaslator would limit the advantage

of small size, making personal multilingual MT systems
impractical for more than a few languages. When true
multilinguality is concerned, nmnin~ aa MT system on a
workstation is probably the adequate answer, although a
small size for each component is still desirable. The best
state-of-the-art MT systems produce much higher quality

1. Assimilation is what a Web surfer or an analyst does by
browsing a large number of documents tor retrmving some
intormat~on. Omsemination is, for example, the publication of
a manual or a commercial brochure.

translations than those of cheap Web translators. After all,
they are mostly targeted for dissemination, whose quality
requirements are far more stringent than for assimilation.
However, to use these traditional systems for assimilation is
probably an overkill and could even be counter-productive
in the long run; these systems are usually specialized for
some specific texts and domains and am rather difficult to
maintain and upgrade.

The Temple project at CRL2 demonstrated the feasibility
of rapid development of multilingual MT systems for
assimilation purposes by using a selection of state-of-the-
art MT technologies, e.g., finite-state technology and
automated acquisition of languages resources. This article
gives a brief overview of the Temple project, a description
of the Temple Web front-end, and discusses aspects of MT
for the World-Wide Web, some of which are being
researched in the on-going Corelli project at CRL.

Background: the Temple Project

The Temple project has developed an open multilingual
architecture and software support for rapid development of
extensible Machine Translation functionalities. The
targeted lanmaages am those for which natural language
processing and human resources are scarce or difficult to
obtain. The goal was to support rapid development of
machine translation functionalities in a very short time with
limited resources.
Glossary-Based Machine-Trauslation (GBMT) is used 
provide an English gloss of a foreign document. A GBMT
system uses a bilingual phrasal dictionary (glossary) 
produce a phrase-by-phrase translation. Translation (based
on phrase pattern-matching) is fast and accurate regarding
the content of the document and browsed documents can be
translated almost in real-time. A GBMT system for a
language pair is also extremely simple, cheap ~nd fast to
develop. Moreover, all language resources used by the
system are entirely under the control of the user.
The Temple GBMT system has been integrated in the
Temple multilingual analyst’s workstation (Zajac & Vanni
96). This workstation uses a Tipster document server
developed at CRL (Grishmaa 95) to store and retrieve

2. http://crl.nmsu.edu/temple.
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documents and associated information, such as linguistic
structures produced by some NLP component. The analyst
w{xkstation offers to an English-speaking analyst a variety
of tools to browse sets of documents in Arabic, Japanese,
Spanish and Russian, including a Uuicode-based (Uuicode
96) multilingual editor, a simple machine translation
functionality that is implemented using the GBMT system
and other information retrieval tools (Callan et al. 92).

Glossary-Based MT
GBMT systems put an emphasis on a feature of natural

language that is frequently overlooked by (computational)
linguists, i.e., the fact that the meaning of a sentence is very
often non-compositional. Idioms, collocations and
specialized terminology, which occur much more often than
is usually assumed in real texts, must all be listed
individually in the lexical database of the system. This is
the very reason why older systems, whose dictionaries and
other lexical resources have frequently been developed over
several decades, still out-perform newer systems using
better technology.

GBMT, as exemplified by the Temple system, is a
suitable paradigm for MT for assimilation. Using finite-
state technology throughout, a GBMT system can be both
fast and compact. By using various levels of defaults in case
of failure at a higher level, translation is also very robust.
Moreover, these types of systems are much easier to
develop than more traditional MT systems; all the basic
resources used by the system can be presented to a user in a
very intuitive and declarative way, greatly facilitating the
maintenance and evolution of the system.

Developing lexical resources for Mr systems is the
highest-cost component for any type of system. Automating
the acquisition of such resources is therefore a very
important topic, addressed in current MT research under the
learning or induction paradigms. The restriction to finite-
state technology should bring important advantages for
leamin£ since induction algorithms for regular languages
give much better results than for other classes of languages.

Glossary-Based Machine Translatien (GBMT) was first
developed at Carnegie Mellon University as part of the
Pangloss project (Cohen et al. 93, Nirenburg et al. 93,
Frederking et al. 93), and a sizeable Spanish-English
GBMT system was implemented. The Temple project has
built upon this experience and extended the GBMT
approach to other languages: Japanese, Arabic, and
Russian. This experience with other languages has provided
significant insights for the development of a versatile
GBMT engine and for the use of off-the-shelf components
for building a complete MT system. Building a generic
platform for integrating various MT systems in a single
flexible user environment, built upon the Tipster document
architecture, has also been a valuable experience for

developing generic natural language processing support
systems.

The User Perspective
The Temple Analyst’s Workstation is incorporated into a
Tipster document management architecture and allows both
lxanslator/analysts and monolingual analysts to use the Mr
function for assessing the relevance of a t~anslated
document or otherwise using its information in the
performance of other types of information processing.
Translators can also use its output as a rough draft from
which to begin the process of producing a translation,
following up with specific post-editing functions. The user
(translator or analys0 can:

¯ Browse a collection of documents managed by a
Tipster Document Manager using a Collection/
Document browser,

¯ View and edit foreign language documents or their
English translations using the multilingual Tipster
Editor for I)oonnents,

¯ Translate foreign documents using the generic
translation function,

¯ Browse and edit lexical resources (bilingual
dictionaries and glossaries) using the multilingual
Temple Lexical Editor.

Although the translation provided by the system is only a
phrase-for-phrase (or word-for-word) gloss of the original,
the system is entirely under the control of the user who can
modify any essential part of it, i.e., the dictionaries and
glossaries. From a user’s point of view, the system is
predictable, responsive, affordable and easy to use and
maintain. Like advanced Mr systems, it uses reliable
morphological processors and taggers, components which
are relatively inexpensive, require little or no maintenance,
and greatly enhance output quality of GBMT.

The MT Developer Perspective

A Multilingual Architecture. The Temple architecture
uses a multilingual text library developed at CRL to suppc~
multilingual text processing. This library, available for Unix
systems, is capable of handling a large number of character
codesets and provides muitilingual string processing
functionalities and character code conversion for a large
variety of codesets. A multilingual Motif text widget that
can be embedded in higher-level applications (as in the
Temple Lexical Editor) and a simple muitilingual text
editor are also supported. This library proved to be a major
asset for the project since few comparable functionalities
for the range of languages processed in the Temple project
are available in the Unix environment.
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Although full Unlcode support was a goal of the project,
this could not be achieved entirely. Currently. only the
Arabic morphological analyzer has built-in Unicode
support (as well as other codesets); however, a full Unicode
library should be available for use in the Corelli project (see
below).

Reuse of Machine-Readable Dictionaries.
Bilingual dictionaries are processed versions of various

machine-readable dictionaries (MRDs), for example, the
Collins Spanish-English dictionary (or any other MT
dictionaries that have been restructured to conform to
Temple’s lexical format, see Stein et al. 93). Since
morphological analyzers and dictionaries may come from
different sources, they may have incompatible lexical
representation, as it happened for the Japanese-English
dictionary and the Japanese morphological analyzer. In
such cases, integration is achieved by mapping the
dictionary, including, for example, part-of-speech
information, to a standardized format, and by developing a
filter that maps the morphological analyzer results to that
structure.

Reuse of Natural Language Processing Components.
An important decision in the Temple project was to use

available NLP components and resources whenever
possible (Farwell 94, Penman 88, Matsumoto 93). This led
to the definition of an open architecture that provides
support for integrating external tools. Some Temple
components have been developed as part of the project
(e.g., the Arabic and Russian morphological analyzers) but
have been integrated using the same methodology as other
tools. The Temple architecture is built around a nni~olai
internal canonical linguistic representation for all
languages; all components read or map their resnlts to this
representation, which uses Tipster annotations. All NLP
tools are encapsulated using Tcl wrappers for mapping the
tool representation to the Temple representation.

Morphological information is transferred from the source
to the target language using morphological transfer tables
that map categories and features from a source lexical item
to the equivalent English lexical item. The GBMT engine
itself is fully generic and is parametrized by a bilingual
glossary and a morphological transfer table.

Semi-automatic Development of Glossaries,
Small glossaries (between 2,000 and 20,000 entries

depending on the language) have been developed for each
lan~age. The acquisition process is as follows:

1. An Ngram extraction program is used to collect
recurrent word patterns in a given corpus (Davis et
al. 95);

2. This set of patterns is loaded in the Lexical
Database as partial glossary entries;

3. The translation of each entry is added manually.
The development cost of such glossaries remains

relatively low since the structure and the information
encoded in a glossary entry is very simple.

MT for the Web

Although the Temple system was not originally designed
for Web browsing, it was nevertheless designed for analysts
browsing large numbers of relatively small, a few pages at
most, heterogeneous documents, in different domains, a
variety of styles, and different languages. The
characteristics of the texts are quite close to most of what is
found in Web sites, and the analyst task is also close to the
typical behavior of a Web surfer. To test the adequacy of
this hypothesis, we developed a Web front-end for the
Temple MT system which includes an ~ parser. This
experiment is described hereafter in the following section.

The Temple system is a laboratory prototype which was
used to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach on a
realistic scale. In a second phase, which started during
snmmer 1996, the Corelli project is re-implementing some
key components of the system and developing the Temple
technology in the following directions:

¯ Developing a new NLP architecture to serve as the
integration layer of a multi-engine Mr system (in
cooperation with the Mikrokosmos projec0.

¯ Developing and extending the pattern-matching
technology that is at the core of the GBMT system.

¯ Developing a comprehensive set of lexical
acquisition tools for the automated development of
glossaries and other lexical resources.

¯ Developing a Translation Editor integrated in a
Document Preparation System (FrameMaker).

¯ Applying this technology to new language pairs.

The Temple Web Translator

The Web surfer is not interested in MT, only in the
document’s content, and any impediment to straightforward
access is considered detrimental. Therefore, the MT system
should be as unobtrusive as possible. In the ideal scenario,
both browsers and servers would support relevant features
of the HTI’P protocol, i.e., language negotiation (only a few
currently provide this functionality), and the charset and
language attributes. These features are used in building
applications that automatically select the appropriate
language and character set for display.

These features however do not help to process a
document mixing several languages (e.g., for many
Japanese Web pages) and character sets, something which
is unavoidable when, for example, an unknown foreign
word needs to be inserted in the English translation. The
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current HTML standard does not provide support for
multilingual documents, although the World-Wide Web
Consortium OV3C) has issued a draft on the
internationalization of HTML (the so-called ’ilSn’ draft,
see Nicol et al. 96) and proposes that a future version of
HTML support Unicode and a ’lang’ attribute (see also
Carrasco Benitez 96 for an overview of issues related to
il8n and multilingualism).

In the ideal scenario, on the user side, a user would set an
ordered llst of preferred languages for browsing and get
back the document in one of the languages requested. On
the server side, the server would automatically select the
appropriate version if available at the site. If the document
is not available in any of the languages specified by the
user. there are two possibilities for translating a document
in a requested language since the MT system could be
located at the server or at the browser. If the MT system is
located at the server site, the server could send the MT
system a document in one of the languages accepted by the
system and get a translation in one of the languages
requested by the user. If the MT system is located at the
user site. language negotiation can be used by the browser
for requesti,~ a translation before displaying the document.

There are also classical problems in relating and
displaying a document and its translation. The source and
its translation could be displayed side-by-side in different
browsers, side-by-side in the same browser, or using an
interlinear model with sentence level translations occurring
adjacent to corresponding source sentences. Several
proposals have already been made to extend HTPP and
HTML to handle this set of problems (e.g., Bryan 96).3

While waiting for full support of the i18u draft, we have
implemented an interface in which a user can send a
translation request to the Temple Translation Server: the
user provides the URL and the Translation Server sends
back the Fnslish translation of the foreign Web page in a
new browser.

The Temple Web Translation architecture is pictured in
Figure 1. A Web browser displaying the Javascript-enabled
Web Translator Tool (Figure 2) allows the user to enter the
URL of a document to be translated. The tool generates a
translation request for the indicated document, which is
delivered to CRL’s Temple Translation Server via CRL’s
Web server and a CGI script. The Temple Translation
Server retrieves the document from the Web. parses the
document structure, translates its textual contents, and
returns the translated document, with original HTML
formatting intact, to the user. The newly translated
document is then displayed in a separate browser window.

CTranslator Tool),~

URL runs ated Document

~CRL WEB Serv!r~

~L- Translated~ocument

| (Web Server 

!eument ~ouree D;L( CGI ScriptTranslated ent

/ Temple Translation Server -~
I Codeset ITranslationlLanguage/
~onverter [ Engines [Recogmze~//

Figure 1: CRL Web Translation System Architecture.

The current implementation of the Web Translation
System also supports delivery of a translated document to
the user via e-mail. In the future, we will also provide an e-
mall interface to the Translation System to allow for
asynchronous access: as currently envisiened, the user will
be able to submit either a URL or a mime-encoded
document for translation.

For translating Web pages from any site in the world,
several problems need to be addressed. After retrieving the
selected document from the Web, the Translation Server is
faced with the tasks of language and codeset determination,
possible codeset conversion, and HTML parsing.

First, the server must determine the document’s language
and codeset characteristics. Our first Web Translation
System implementation assumes that the HTTP server
delivering the document correctly returns the document’s
codeset in the H’ITP header. If the codeset of the document
can not be determined or does not appear to match one of
the supported translation languages, a corresponding error
is returned to the user. If the user is confident that the
document is indeed in one of the supported languages, he/
she may specify the correct language and codeset via the
Translator Tool and resubmit the request.

3. All references on internationalization of the Web can be
obtained at the W3C web site, http://www.w3.org.
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Figure 2: Web Translator Tool GUI.

Once the codeset of the document is known, it will be
possible to determine the associated language for many, if
not all, languages. For some documents, the language mode
will be included in the HTrP header by the Web server.
When this is not the case. many documents will be encoded
using codesets that are uniquely associated with a language.
The remaining (difficulO documents then will be those
encoded using codesets such as ISO-8859-1 (ISO-latinl),
which correspond to multiple languages. The translation
server will attempt to disambiguate these cases by looking
first for a language MEFA tag within the document itself.
Where no such tag exists, the server will attempt to utilize
CRL’s statistical language guesser to select the most likely
language given the codeset.

The second problem facing the Translatien Server is the
need to present the document to the Translation Engine in
one of the supported codesets. If the document’s codeset is
not one of those supported by the particular language’s
translation engine, then the document will be converted by
CRL’s codeset conversion tool as appropriate. CRL’s
conversion tool currently supports conversion
between approximately 90 of the most frequently used
codesets.

Finally, the Translation Server must preserve, as closely
as possible, the original HTML formatting of the document
during the translation process. An HTML parser supporting

HTML version 3.2 is used to extract the textual content of
the document for translation. The only formatting that
might be lost or misaligned would be non-strnctural
typefacing tags due to non word-for-word translation. For
instance, the original document might have a single word
highlighted in a group of words translated as a phrasal unit.
Since it is often difficult if not impossible to associate a
specific source word with its equivalent target word, this
type of formatting would be lost.

Conclusion
The emergence of efficient and low-cost MT technology
combined with advances in MT architecture (interlinguas,
reversibility) make low-cost multilingual MT for
assimilation purposes attractive, and the rapid emergence of
multinational Web sites and accompanying translation
needs seems to be an excellent opportunity to deploy such
technology. This is not to say that all problems have been
solved, but there are already MT systems using mature
elements of this technology. Since all elements of this
technology have proven feasible, we believe it now possible
to design a MT architecture for assimilation purposes that
can support rapid development of multilingual MT systems.
The Corelli project4 is aimed exactly at this.
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